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including importing a ready-made mobile dental
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That was August 2012 and we (the University’s
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Research Trust; RIDT) immediately set the ball

The first donations started coming in around
January 2013. We bought a DAF truck and,

around March, Bonnici started the conversion

oral health to everyone on the Island despite

work. He laid out all the designs and plans

mobility impairments thus contributing to the

for services, including water, electricity, air
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have see a direct impact on the quality of life of
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information with regard to the current oral health
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form part of the Xpress Group Yard in Ħal Farruġ,
which Albert converted into a workshop. In the

The Mobile Dental Clinic has been made possible

meantime, donations continued flowing in from a
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number of sources.

(Malta) Ltd, Cherubino Ltd, Bart Enterprises
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to announce that the University of Malta Mobile

International Ltd, the Good Causes Fund, and

Dental Clinic will be on Malta’s roads by the end

Xpress Group Ltd. The Research Trust and

of July this year. The clinic is one of a kind: a

Faculty of Dental Surgery are deeply grateful to

fully equipped dental clinic on wheels on a par

these companies and individuals who made this

with other dental clinics. The clinic will bring

project possible.
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Today, almost three years later, we are proud
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